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ABSTRACT
NAME : ISRAWATI
REG.NUMBER : 40300113042
TITTLE : students’ perception toward intensive program of foreign language
(PIBA) roles in developing speaking ability of third semester
student of Third Semester of Adab and Humanity Faculty
SUPERVISOR : 1.Dr. H. Barsihannor M. Ag
2. H. Muh. Nur Akbar Rasyid,M.Pd.,M.Ed.,Ph.D.
This research describe about the perception which aimed know the students’
perception toward intensive program of Foreign Language roles in speaking ability of third
semester student of Adab and Humanity Faculty. This research used mixed method of
Quantitative and qualitative method. The instrument of the research were Interview sheet and
questionnaire which consisted of 20 close ended question. The analysis of the data was based
on the theory of Jordan et. Who talked about perception. The finding of this research showed
that the majority of third semester of Adab and Humanity faculty gave positive perception
towards roles English speaking in Intensive program of Foreign Language. The researcher
revealed that the third semester student of Adab and Humanity Faculty gave positive
perception towards roles in speaking ability on Intensive Program of Foreign Language  at
State Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar. They perceived they have fluency
improvement (42.86%), good pronunciation(42.57%), vocabulary improvement(64.29%),
motivation(62.86%) after join PIBA. The researcher concludes that the third semester
student of Adab and Humanity Faculty of State Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar
gave good perception toward Intensive Program of Foreign Languge (PIBA).




1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
English is a mother tongue to more than 400 million people around the world. In every day
millions of people happened to have English at work and social life. English is the most
commonly used. English language has been thought as one of the major subjects in school and in
University levels. It becomes very important to learn because it is need to communicate and to be
successful in education and workplace.
The people who masters English will get additional point if they are looking for job than
people who do not. Leslie and Lindley said in Chowdhury (2013:90) affirmed that English
language has afforded the country a great deal of having contact with the international world.
Therefore, English proficiency is an important aspect in this globalization era in order to
compete with others. English is the most commonly used in the world. It can make us be easy to
communication and learn all of subject in International level.
In other hand, more of us want to learn English but there are not facility and chance, so that
more campus developing the quality make more program, for example in UIN Alauddin
Makassar makes a program namely Intensive program of foreign language (PIBA).
Intensive program of foreign language (PIBA) is one of the program owned by UIN
Alauddin Makassar which is consit of two courses namely Arabic and English. This activity is
for new student in first and second semester. Although it is not a general course
This program aims to improve the ability of foreign language for student as one aspect of
supporting the realization of the ideals of UIN Alauddin as the world class university. Especially
since English and Arabic language be an international languages. So the later UIN Alauddin
2Makassar students not just master the material according to their majors but also has the ability
good language to convey and apply their knowledge. Especially English In PIBA there study
about reading, writing, pronounciation, and speaking, but uncertain its program have been get it
purpose. PIBA program have been do the better,  but as we know that the result sometimes do
not same with expectation. Therefore we need the perception of the student join intensive
program of foreign language especially of third semester student Adab and Humanity Faculty
Perception is a process which is studied through the interaction of the environment and
human mind, feel, and see. It is therefore someone based has  different perception, though its
object is the same. Asrori (2009: 214) define perception is the process of the individual in
interpreting, organizing and give meaning against the stimulus that comes from an environment
where the individual is the result of a process of learning and experience. This is made possible
due to the difference in terms of the system based value and personality to the individual
concerned. To know the student perception about intensive program of foreign language (PIBA),
the researcher make it specific in speaking use English language.
Brown (2007) states that speaking is a productive skill that can be directly and empirically
observed, those observations are invariably corraled by the accuracy and fluency. While, he also
states that speaking is the product of creative construction of linguistic strings, the speaker make
choices of lexicon, structure, and discourse. Then According to Vecchio (2012: 12) English
language proficiency standards encompasses four language domains: listening, speaking, reading
and writing.
Speaking should have been done a useful. When associated with the activities at PIBA, a
tutor of programs should be talking which can be lingering in the soul of students. It also the
3students talk to her friends. It will make the knowledge may remember in long time, can be
apply in every day, as in An-nisa: 63
. . . . .

And address them in plain terms about their souls.
This ayah explain that advice humans in all cases that occur with the words of scarcity that
can prevent them. It will not make them offended than they will pleased and satisfied with the
advice gave of them.
Conclusion, PIBA is one of the programs of UIN Alauddin Makassar in which its purpose to
developing the student ability in foreign language namely English and Arabic. So, we need to
know how the students’ perception about PIBA especially in speaking English ability.
B. Problem statement
How is the students’ perception on intensive program of foreign language ( PIBA) rol es in
developing speaking ability of the third semester students of Adab and Humanity faculty?
C. Objective of research
Based on the question above, the objective in this research is to find out the students’
perception on intensive program of foreign language (PIBA) in developing speaking ability  of
third semester students Arabic and literature department .
D. Significant of the research
1. Theoretically: this research hopefully to improving the students ability in writing the
thesis in the future and also be additional in knowledge of students.
2. Practically: this research can hopefully be a reference for the future research, add the
references of linguistic studies, especially in English and literature department of adab
and humanities faculty. To be mea ningful information for lecturers, students and
4future researcher in Alauddin state Islamic university of Makassar. Furthermore, it is
also expected that it can be useful for those who want to know about intensive program
of foreign language (PIBA). Especially how the program of PIBA in develop the
speaking ability.
E. Scope of research
In this research, the researcher only focus on finding out  students’ perception on intensive
program of foreign language (PIBA) roles in developing the speaking ability of the third
semester students of Adab and Humanity faculty in   State Islamic University of Alauddin
Makassar.
5CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A. Previous findings
Sakinah (2015) in her thesis “ Perception of non-English background students towards
English  speaking skill development in a meeting club (a case study at Benteng Panynyua
English club Makassar)”. The objective of the research is to figure out the perception of non-
English background students towards English speaking skill development in a meeting club. She
used quantitative method. The instrument of the research was questionnare namely closed
questionnare which consist of 20 close and questions. The analysis of the data was based on
Harris’ theory. The finding of the research indicated that the majority of non-English background
students gave positive perception towards English speaking skill development in a meeting club.
Rahman (2014) in her thesis “ Improving the students’ speaking ability in organizing ideas
by using cue cards at MTSN model Makassar”. The objective of this research was to improve the
students’ speaking ability in organizing ideas by using cue cards.  The instruments were test and
observation guidenes. The result of the research showed that the students’ achievement and
performance form the first to the second cycle have improved highly.
Said (2015) in his thesis “The self management concept of foreign language lecturers of the
intensive foreign language Teaching program at UIN Alauddin Makassar”. This research
focuses on describing the self-management concept of foreign language lecturers of intensive
foreign language teaching program at UIN Alauddin Makassar. This research is a kind of
qualitative descriptive research that analyzes the research results by using pedagogical,
psychological, and sociological approaches. The implication of the research is that foreign
language teaching and learning process is a dynamic process where the self-management concept
6of foreign language lecturers may take place. For the reason, the self-management concept must
be develop well that finally orients the foreign language lecturers to locate themselves, to
promote acceptance of their situation where they are, to open doors to personal clarity, and to
add supports for their self-meaning leading development of self-ca re and self management
traits that promotes self-healing.
Based on more of the research above, they have similarities and difference toward my
research. The similar toward my research that is in the first and the second research above same
in speaking and in the third research same in object that is PIBA. Then the difference is in the
first and the third research difference in subject and the third research difference in object.
B. Perception
1. Definition of perception
Forgus (1996: 1) says that perception is process of information extraction, by which we
receives of extract certain information about the environment. Meanwhile, Baron (1995: 90)
mentions that is the process through which we select, organize, and interpret input from sensory
receptors. This process is aimed to achieve a grasp of our surroundings.
On the other hand, Coon (1983: 62) says that perception is defined as the process of
assembling sensation into a suitable mental representation of the world. The representation of
what is perceived as the basic component in the information of a concept is also stated as the
definition of perception. According to Campbell cited in Ahen (2009: 7), perception is defined as
something that is being observed and what is said about it. In addition, Lindsay and Norman in
Ahen (2009: 10) that perception is the process by which organisms  interpret and organize
sensation to produce a meaningful experience of the world.
7De coco and crawfond (1997: 19) that perception means motivate, like, concentrate or
prefer. Then Comb in Waigwe (2012: 2) stated that individual interpretation of people, situation
at any moment is a function of the individuals’s experience at that point time. It means that
individual personal past experience are largely itilized in the interpretation of events and
understanding of people.it is the way we perceive others that determines the role we expect of
them and our disposition to relate to them .
Based on more definition above, the term of Perception is motivate, like, concent rate or
prefer something and gave interpretation about it. Perception is a process to selecting,
organizing, and interpreting. The people interpret or perceive something from past experience
and the environment.
Hasmine (2013) attend that the factors that influence the perceptions basically divided into
2, namely internal factors and external factors. The internal factors influence the perceptions,
namely the factors that there are within individual, which includes some respects:
a. Internal factors
1). Psychology, Information through our senses, the information retrieved will this affect
and complement efforts to give meaning to the environment around it. Sensory capacity
to perception on each person is different so the interpretation of the environment can
also be different.
2). Attention, Individual need amounts of energy issued to have regard or focused on
physical form and facilities mental is in an object. Energy each person different so
attention someone against an object is also different and it will affect perceptions of an
object.
83). Interest, Perceptions of an object vary depending on how much energy or perceptual
vigilance that is driven to perception .Perceptual vigilance is the tendency someone to
see a specified type of stimulus or be considered as interest.
4). Needs that in line .This factor can be seen from just how strong an individual person
looking for the objects of or messages can provide an answer suit himself.
5). experiences and memory. Experience it can be said depends on memory in the sense the
extent to which someone can remember events tense to know an exitative in its broad
sense.
6). mood, Emotional state affect conduct of one, the mood this shows how the feeling of
one at the time that can affect how does one to receive, react and remember.
b. External factors
External factor  affecting perception is characteristic of environment and the objects that
involved in this .These elements can change the point of view of  a person to the world around
him and affect how someone feel or accept it .Meanwhile external factors influence the
perceptions is:
1). size and assignment of an object or a stimulus .This factor said that the more big relations
an object , the more easy to understand .This form is will influence the perceptions
Individual and by looking at the form of the size of an object individual be easy to
attention to turn form perception .
2). The color of objects. The objects that have more light, can be more easily understood
(to be perceived) compared with which is a little bit.
93). Unique and contras a stimulus. A stimulus beyond which his appearance with
background and round about completely outside the suggestion individual the other will
be attracting too much attention.
4). Intense and power of a stimulus. A stimulus from the outside will give the meaning of a
more if more often treated as well that only once seen. The power of a stimulus became
an object being can influence the perceptions.
5). Motion or movement, Individuals would be a lot giving careful attention to the object
that giving motion within range of views than a silent object.
Conclusion, perception is how the people gives the meaning for something when they
look, listen and feel it. The human perception is suitable with characteristic of environment,
condition, experience, size, time and the object that involved it.
2. Measuring Perception
Measuring is the assignment of numerical values to the characteristic of systems, according
to specific rules. Jordan et al. (1975: 890) state that the most important components of the above
definition are systems, characteristic and rules according to which numerical values are assigned.
The way to measuring the perception is use Likert Scale. And Ridwan (2002: 12) states that
Likert Scale is used to measure a person’s attitude, common, and perception on the occurring
event or the social phenomena. The questionnaire will be recapitulated by giving a numerical
value to each answer.
Likert scale is use to quantify results and obtain shades of perception. Choices (or
categories of response) usually range from strongly disagree to strongly agree. As the categories
move from one to the next, the value will increase by one unit. Likert-scale are assumed to have
equal units as the categories move from negative to most positive. This allows measurements of
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attitudes, beliefs, perception and provides a mean of quantifying the data (the writer will use 5
point scale) strongly agree, agree, undecided and disagree and strongly disagree.
Based on more explains above, the writer in common use to measuring the perception is use
Likert scale. Which can categories the result between negative and positive.
C. Profile of PIBA
Profile of PIBA has taken from the book of Profil Ma’had Al-Jamiah Character Building
Program (2015).
1. Descriptive of PIBA
Intensive program of foreign language is one program in State Islamic University of
Alauddin Makassar. It is a program for improving the student ability in foreign language
especially in English and Arabic.
Learning in intensif program of foreign language (PIBA) emphasis more in a process which
more practical , more flexible , and more focus on the skill of students in studying a foreign
language ( Arabic and England ). It is to achieve the success for the purpose of academic, interest
in seize labor market and the purpose of success in their career in the future with manner which
put on the process of the fulfillment their ecpectations and needs of the school tuition , so that
they also have the ability in conversation skills in a foreign language especially Arabic and
English. In teaching and learning process the students are divided into more groups. In one group
there are about 40 students.  This program usually held at Auditorium and sometimes under trees
around UIN area.
In addition, program of PIBA also attempted to equip students with various life skill in
language as coaching skills brought kultum / speech , MC , presenter , arguing/ debate and skill
writing in Arabic and English to face the challenges the present and in the future. It is just that to
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achieve this aim , needs to be created environmentalists who support the implementation of the
well and have fun on learning process. Students needs to be facilitated and equipment is needed
to reach the target.
2. Main activity
With the implementation program of PIBA, this is expected will develop and seen five the
main activity  that could support achievement the development of language foreign especially
in UINAM ( State Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar ) :
a. Develop around the basics of a foreign language students.
b. Increase the motivation high and improve the output quality.
c. Preparing the facilities sufficient and media in learning.
d. Increase the mastery of methodology advice for an instructor and learning strategy for
learners.
e. Increases the frequency of face to face teaching a foreign language.
Begin from that ideas above, PIBA has done activities to improve the quality of students in
foreign speech. Conduct activities like learning of language intensification of a foreign language
for 2 semester, English camp, meeting in every week, debate, kultum, drama in a foreign
language to accelerate mastery of foreign language skills ( Arabic and English ) for students.
3. Significant of PIBA
a). Lead with acceleration of mastery and skills, knowledge and mastery in foreign speech
(Arabic and English) for students in UIN Alauddin Makassar.
b). Improve the personal students who have highly motivated, spirit and attitude /independent,
skill, as well as having competitiveness in global through mastery of foreign language.
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c). Grow the insight akademika-intelektual (broad knowledge) and quality for students through
mastery skill of foreign speech.
4. Participate of Program
The participants of PIBA are all of new students at UIN Alauddin Makassar in every year.
They are required follow for two semesters to obtain certificates which is one of precondition to
take the assessments and Munaqasyah. The Participants of PIBA guided directly by the
facilitator of musyrif (instructors) and mursyid (tutor) foreign language education based
(Arabic and English) adequate.
5. The Materials of PIBA
The material of PIBA designed with topic base as follow:
a. Arabic
1). Al-Liqa’
2). Hirhat Al-‘amal
3). Al- Isti’anah bi syai’
4). Al-Lugah al-Mumassarah
5). Rafiq al-‘amal
6). Al-Munafasah
7). Al-Jawwal al-Mansyur”alaih
8). Al-Nasyat al-Jama’iy
9). Al-baqa’ fi al-Bait
10). Nasyihat al-Mudarris
11). Hall al-Musykilah
12). Al-Niqasy
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13). Al-‘amr al-A’ily
14). Al-Jawwal al-Naqis al-Rasyid
15). Taba’dul al-asy’ya’i
b. English
1). Hello
2). Around the campus
3). Giving direction
4). I like writing e-mail
5). Rooms in the house
6). Can you keep the floor clean, please?
7). Would you like to go with me?
8). School subjects
9). A letter from Rizka
10). Uje, My favorite Ustadz
11). It’s different, but we’re happy
12). Joyful Idul Fitri in India
13). Muslims to muslims
14). My Grandma
15). Arif and the apple three
16). A merchant and his donkey
6. Methodology in learning
Learning in foreign language divided into four aspects skill of language with
communicative that is:
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a. Dialogue
b. Role play
c. Cooperative learning
d. Discussion/ debate
e. game
D. Speaking
1. Definition of speaking
Speaking is a tool of communication in expressing ideas, information and feeling to others.
It is the most essential way in which the speaker can express himself through a language.
Widowson (1985: 7) states speaking is an oral comm unication, that gives information  involves
two elements, they are: speaker, who gives the message and the listener who receipt the message.
Besides, according to Brown (1985: 3) speaking is an interactive process of constructing
meaning that involves   producing and receiving and processing information. On the other hand,
Widdowson (1985: 56) states that an act of communication through speaking is commonly
performed in faced interaction and happened as a part of dialogues or rather from verbal
exchange.
According to Fiona (1985) speaking is an oral communication that gives information
involves two elements, they are  speaker who gives the message and the listener who receipt the
message. In other hand Daniel (1998, 41) suggest that oral interaction can be characterized in
terms routine, which are conventional ways of presenting information which can either focus on
information or interaction. Then,  from Harmer (1991) who states that when two people  talked
to each other, it means that speaker makes a define decision to address someone.
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In my opinion, speaking is way of human how to express what is  their mind,  their
feeling and what are they want to do. so it  most important in communication.
a. Element of speaking
1). Accuracy
According to Hornby (1995) accuracy is the state of being correct or exact and without
error, especially as a result of careful effort. While in Marcel (1987) states that accuracy is away
of people in using appropriate word and the pattern, namely vocabulary, pronounciation and
grammar.
2). Vocabulary
The essential element to learn before practicing speaking is vocabulary. We are difficult to
speak without mastering vocabulary. Student sometimes get difficulties in memorizing all
vocabularies that have known, it caused by lack of practicing them. That is way the students need
to practice more to keep in their mind. According to Hornby (1995) vocabulary is all the words
that person knows or uses. While Harmer (1991, p.11) distinguishes two types of vocabulary in
the words, which we want students to understand, but they will not use themselves.
3). Pronunciation
According to Hornby (1995) pronounciation is way in which a language or particular word
or sounds is spoken. While  Harmer (1991 P.11) is how to say a word in which a made of
sound, stress and intonation.
(a) Sound
In their own sound of language  will be meaningless some of problems that speaker of
English as foreign language because they have difficulty with individual sound.
(b) Stress
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Stress is a future of word not only the words construct phonemically minimal pair partner,
but also giving shape to a word as spoken, Boughton (1997).
(c) Intonation
According to Harmer (1991, p.12) intonation means the tuhe you use when you are
speaking, the music of speech.
4). Grammar
One factor in influencing the students’ speaking skill is the functional grammar, the fact
shows that the students sometimes want to speak with other people but they have lack of
functional grammar.
According to Horby (1995 p.517) grammar is the rules in a language for changing them
into sentences. While Ba’dulu (2004 p.15) states that grammar is the org anization of words into
various combinations, often representing many layers of structure, such a phrases, sentence, and
complete utterances.
5). Fluency
Fluency refers to how well a learner communicate meaning rather than how many mistakes
that they make in grammar, pronounciation and vocabulary.  Fluncy is often compared with
accuracy, which is concerned with the type, amount and seriousness of mistake made. Hornby
(1995) states that fluency is the quality or condition of being fluent.
6). Content
According to David (1991) oral communication is two ways process betwen speaker,
listener and involve the productive skill of speaking and the receptive skill understanding.
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It is important to remember that receptive skill not imply passive: both in listening and
reading, language users re actively involved in the process of interrupting and negotiating
meaning.
b. Types of speaking
Based on Brown (2001), there are six types of classrom speaking performance that students
are expected to carry out in the classroom.
1). Imitative
Every limited portion of classroom speaking time may legitimately be speech generating
human tape recorder speech, where, for example, learner practice an intonation contour or try to
poipoint  a certain vowel sound. Imitation of this kind is carried out the purpose of meaningfull
interaction, but for focusing on some particular elment of language form.
2). Intensive
Intensive speaking brings one step beyond imitative to include any speaking performance
that it is designed to practice some phonological or grammatical aspect of language. Intensive
speaking can be self initiated or it can even form part of some pair work activity, where learners
going over certain forms of language.
3). Responsive
A good deal of student speech in the classroom is responsive: short replies a teacher or
student. Such spech can be meaningful and authentic.
4). Transactional (dialogue)
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Transactional language, carried out for the purpose of conveying or exchanging specific
information is an extended form of responsive language.
5). Interpersonal (dialogue)
The other form  of conversation mentioned in the previous was interpersonal dialogue,
carried out more for the purpose of maintaining social relationship than for the transmission of
fact and information.
6). Extensive (monologue)
Student as intermediate to advanced levels are called on to give extended monologues in
the form of oral reports summaries of perhaps short speeches.
c. Some theories and concept of speaking skill
In learning speaking, the speaker have to decided how to pronounce correctly, how to say
the sentence grammatically correct, when they want to say, to choose the pattern they are going
to use, to select appropriate situation so there are several things to be considered as formulated in
the following descriptions:
1) Pronounciation is how words or vocabularies are pronounced. The relationship betwen
pronounciation and speaking has been long established in the English as a foreign language
(EFL)  tradition with reference to comportable intelligibility” the pronounciation which enables
the interlocuters  to communicate without major effort. In learning foreign language speaking,
the speaker not only have to learn and enrich their vocabulary but also they have to aware about
the correct pronounciation, in order to their speaking become understandable. In other words, the
lack of pronounciation might cause misunderstanding and different meaning of the message
which want to be delivered. Pronounciation includes vowels, consonants, stressess, and
intonation patterns.
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2) Grammar: the rules about how words change thier form and combine with other words to
make sentences. So its function as guide to arrange the words used to make a sentences in
speaking. Considering the pattern in combining the words will influence either the partners or
listners understand the point of speaking or not.
3) Vocabulary is all the words known and used by a particular person. This thing is the
basic  need to have communication each other.  The more the speaker will make their speaking
as  clear as possible. Usually, vocabulary taught in the dialogue, conversation, or debate.
4) Fluency is skill to speak well, easily and quickly. In an attempt to help students achieve
better fluency better fluency as well as help them sound more nativelike, modern course books
contain sections on formulaic language. It seems that all a learner has to do is to memorise them
and finally to be practiced in a daily life.
5) Comprehension is the ability to understand to understand completely what actually they
speak. The objective of teaching spoken language is the development of the ability to interact
succesfully in that language and this involves comprehension as well as production.
Comprehension itself consists of two main aspects, they are cognitive knowledge which dealing
with production and then, meaning comprehension which connected to the message in theoral
production.
6) Speech production: speaking is the most part of daily life. The average person produces
tens thousands of words a day, although some people like auctioneers or politicians may produce
more than that. As a result, natural ability in speaking is when we forget how we once struggled
to achieve this ability until we hav to do it in a foreign language.
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7) Conceptualization and formulation: the speaker have to conceptualize the type, the topic
and the purpose, and also map out the ideas and make the strategic choices at the level of
discourse, syntax and vocabulary. Those things are needed to be able to speak a language well.
8) Articulation: the use of the speech organs to produce sounds. A stream of air is produced
in the lungs, driven through the vocal cords and shaped by among other things, the position and
movement of the tongue, teeth and lips and finally a person can produce a word, phrase, or oven
a sentence.
9) Self correction: a process that happens concurrently with the stages of conceptualization,
formulation, and articulation.
10) Automaticy: allows speakers to focus thier attention on the aspect of the speaking task
wether it is planning or articulation.
11) Fluency: when there are some speaker get lack of fluency, they will get slow and
uneven speech.
12) Managing talk:
(1)Interaction: speaker do an interaction while they have speaking, include face to face
interaction or even using body language. It also occurs in monologic speaking such as lectures,
political speeches, and stand to comedy, most spekers adjust their delivery to get a response of
their audience.
(2)Turn taking: the fundamental rule is speaker should take turns to hold the floor. This
implies that no two speakers should be speaking at once, at least not for any sustained period of
time in order to create communicative condition.
(3)Paralinguistics: negotiation of speaking turns does not rely on words alone. A sharp
intake of breath and a raising of the shoulders are some examples of taking turn signal. At the
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same time, the speakers to be typically glances away from the current speaker. Those gesture and
the use of eye gaze are included in paralinguistics.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH
A. Research method
The researcher used mixed method of quantitative and qualitative method to analyze the
data. This method is used to describe students’ perception in PIBA toward the development of
speaking ability of third semester students’ of Adab and Humanity faculty in state Islamic
university of Alauddin Makassar.
B. Population and sample
1. Population
Cresswell (2012: 218) states that the population is the subject of the research. Therefore,
the population of this are the students of third semester of  Adab and Humanity faculty of State
Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar in academic year 2016  consist of 408 students.
2. Sample
In this research, the researcher used random sampling. The respondents only consist of 70
students to answer the questionnaire. They are from three departments and divided into 25
from Arabic and literature department and 22 library science department and 23 from
historical of Islamic department. Seven of them also were involved in the interviews. Three of
them from Arabic and literature department, three from library science department and there
are three from historical of Islamic department.
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3. Instrument of the research
a) Questionnaire
In this research the researcher used closed-ended questions which  consist of 20 items to find
out the students’ perception.
It aims to get a series of statement from the responding by indicating whether one
Strongly Agree (SA), Agree(A), undecided(U), Disagree (D), Strongly Disagree (SD). Jordan
et.al,(1975: 899) indicated that this measurement is categorized into ordinal  measurements
which means that numerical value is assigned on the strength of the rank of characteristic. The
writer will be used the theory of Harris to develop the questionnaires were also adapted from
Nazara (2011:37)
Ridwan (2002: 12) states that Likert Scales is used to measure a person’s, attitude, opinion,
and perception on the occurring event or the social phenomena. The questionnaire was
recapitulated by giving a numerical value to each answer as seen in table 1:
Numerical Value For Each Answer
Table 4.1
Items SA A U D SD
Positives statements 5 4 3 2 1
Negative statements 1 2 3 4 5
b) Interview
The second instrument is interview which is consist of 15 questions to students’ taken as
the sample, so the researcher  gave question for the students third semester of Adab and
Humanity faculty to know their perception on PIBA roles in developing speaking ability of
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students third semester Arabic and literature department state Islamic university of Alauddin
Makassar.
4. Procedure of collection data
The procedure of collecting data were shown as follows:
a. The researcher went to class of third semester student of one class of library science, one
class of Arabic and Literature and one class of history of Islamic civilization department .
b. The researcher asked readiness of student as an object in the research.
c. The researcher gave short description about the topic of the research to the participants
including the purpose of the study.
d. The researcher gave the questionare sheets to all participants and gave them enough time to
answer the questionares.
e. The researcher collect the questionare sheets.
f. after that, the researcher  interview the students.
g. the researcher collect the answered from the students
h. the researcher analyzed the data
i. And the last the researcher gave conclusion about the data.
5. Technique of analysis data
According to Sugiyono(2013:335) techniques of data analysis is the process of finding and
drawing up systematic data obtained from interviews, questionnaires, and documentation, by
way of organizing the data into categories, lays out into units, doing the synthesis, compiling into
a pattern, choose which are important and which will be studied, and make conclusions so easily
understood by yourself or someone else. For example of questionnaire, the researcher will ask
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that is whether the speaking ability of the students of Arabic and literature department can
improve in PIBA And whether they always use English if they interact to other in PIBA.
1. Analyzing the closed questionnaire
The researcher analyzed the questionnaire which has used Likert Scale. It   aims to get a
series of statement from the respondent by indicating whether one   strongly agree (SA),
agree(A), Undecided (U), Disagree( D), Strongly Disagree (SD). Jordan et.al,(1975:890)
indicated that  this measurement is categorized into ordinal measurements which means that
numerical value is assigned on the strength of the rank of characteristic, in which different
system are placed in a rank order.
2. Calculating the percentage
To calculate the percentage, the writer used the following formula:
P=fq ×100%
N
where:
P   : Percentage
Fq  : number of frequency
N   : Number of samples
3. Calculating the mean score
To calculate the mean score, the writer used the formula as follows:
X = Σx
N
Notation :
X : mean score
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Σx : total of the raw score
N : the number of sample (Gay, 1981:298)
The mean score was classified into five levels (DEPDIKBUD, 1994: 20)
Such as follows:
a. (86) to (100) is classified as very good
b. (70) to (85) is classified as good
c. (56)to (69) is classified as fair
d. (36) to (35) is classified as bad
e. (0) to ( 35) is classified as very bad
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
This chapter presents the findings and discussion of the research. Findings are divided into
two points which explain about the percentage and the mean score of the data about students’
perception toward Intensive program of foreign language( PIBA) roles in speaking ability of
third semester students of Adab and Humanity faculty of UIN Alauddin Makassar.
A. Findings
The findings of this research deals with the data presentation   questionnaire and interview.
The obtained data found that total score of all respondents is 5.187. The data of questionnaire
had been analyzed by some procedurs, namely calculating the percentage and mean score, while
the data of Interview had been analyzed by using quality analysis.
1. The result of the questionnaire
Data are calculated and classified according to each items (from 1 to 20) and scale (from
strongly agree and strongly disagree). The classification data obtained on the closed
questionnaire can be showed on the table.
Table 4. 2: My speaking ability gets improvement in PIBA
No Opinion Frequency Percentage
1 Strongly agree 5 7.14%
2 Agree 36 51.43%
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This item is about the respondents’ perception on speaking ability gets improvement in
PIBA, the result indicates that five (7.14%) out of 70 respondents choose “strongly agree”,
36(51.43%)choose “agree”, 24 (34.29%) choose undicided, 5(7.14%) choose disagree” and none
of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings indicates that most of the respondents
agree that their speaking ability get improvement in PIBA.
Table 4.3 : Study at PIBA makes me motivated to speak English
This item is about the respondents’ perception on study at PIBA makes them motivated to
speak English the result indicates that 20 (28.57%) out of 70 respondents choose “strongly
agree”, 44 (62.86%) choose “agree”, 5 (7.14%) choose undecided, 1(1.43%) choose disagree”
and none of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings indicates that most of the
respondents agree that study at PIBA makes them motivated to speak English.
Table 4.4 : I always use my English when I interact with others at PIBA.
3 Undicided 24 34.29%
4 Disagre 5 7.14%
5 strongly disagree 0 0%
Total 70 100%
No Opinion frequency percentage
1 Strongly agree 20 28.57%
2 Agree 44 62.86%
3 undicided 5 7.14%
4 Disagre 1 1.43%
5 strongly disagree 0 0%
Total 70 100%
No Opinion Frequency percentage
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This item is about the respondents’ perception that they always use English when they
interact with others at PIBA. the result indicates that 2 (2.86%) out of 70 respondents choose
“strongly agree”, 8 (11.43%) choose “agree”, 33 (47.14%) choose undecided, 26(37.14%)
choose disagree” and 1(1.43%) of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings
indicates that most of the respondents undecided. so, it cannot identification that they agree or
disagree about they always use English when they interact with others at PIBA.
Table 4.5: My pronunciation is good when I in PIBA.
No Opinion Frequency Percentage
1 Strongly agree 2 2. 86%
2 Agree 34 48.57%
3 Undicided 26 37.14%
4 Disagre 8 11.43%
5 strongly disagree 0 0%
Total 70 100%
This item is about the respondents’ perception that their  pronunciation is good when they
in PIBA. the result indicates that 2 (2.86%) out of 70 respondents choose “strongly agree”, 34
(48.57%) choose “agree”, 26 (37.14%) choose undecided, 8(11.43%) choose disagree” and
none(0%) of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings indicates that most of the
respondents agree that their pronunciation is good when they in PIBA.
Table 4.6: My grammar is bad when I speak after joining PIBA.
1 Strongly agree 2 2.86%
2 Agree 8 11.43%
3 Undicided 33 47.14%
4 Disagre 26 37.14%
5 strongly disagree 1 1.43%
Total 70 100%
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No Opinion frequency percentage
1 Strongly agree 1 1.43%
2 Agree 5 7.14%
3 Undicided 28 40%
4 Disagre 26 37.14%
5 strongly disagree 10 14.29%
Total 70 100%
This item is about the respondents’ perception that their grammar is bad when they speak
after joining PIBA. the result indicates that 1 (1.43%) out of 70 respondents choose “strongly
agree”, 5 (7.14%) choose “agree”, 28(40%) choose undecided, 26(37.14%) choose disagree” and
10(14.29%) of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings indicates that most of the
respondents undecided so, it cannot identification that they agree or disagree about they grammar
is bad when they speak after joining PIBA.
Table 4.7: The materials at PIBA are exciting for developing my speaking skills.
No Opinion frequency Percentage
1 Strongly agree 23 32.86%
2 Agree 41 58.57%
3 Undicided 5 7.14%
4 Disagre 1 1.43%
5 strongly disagree 0 0%
Total 70 100%
This item is about the respondents’ perception that the materials at PIBA are exciting for
developing their speaking skills. The result indicates that 23 (32.86%) out of 70 respondents
choose “strongly agree”, 41 (58.57%) choose “agree”, 5(7.14%) choose undecided, 1(1.14%)
choose disagree” and none (0%) of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings
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indicates that most of the respondents agree that the materials at PIBA are exciting for
developing their speaking skills.
Table 4.8: I am not fluent in pronouncing words when I speak at PIBA.
No Opinion frequency Percentage
1 Strongly agree 0 0%
2 Agree 16 22.86%
3 Undicided 29 41.43%
4 Disagre 21 30%
5 strongly disagree 4 5.71%
Total 70 100%
This item is about the respondents’ perception that they are not fluent in pronouncing
words when they speak at PIBA. the result indicates that none (0%) out of 70 respondents
choose “strongly agree”, 16 (22.86%) choose “agree”, 29(41.43%) choose undecided, 21(30%)
choose disagree” and 4(5.71%) of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings
indicates that most of the respondents undecided, so, it cannot identification that they agree or
disagree about they are not fluent in pronouncing words when they speak at PIBA.
Table 4.9: I always understand when the mentor explains about the material at
PIBA.
No Opinion frequency Percentage
1 Strongly agree 7 10%
2 Agree 27 38.57%
3 Undicided 27 38.57%
4 Disagre 9 12.86%
5 strongly disagree 0 0%
Total 70 100%
This item is about the respondents’ that they always understand when the mentor explains
about the material at PIBA. the result indicates that 7 (10%) out of 70 respondents choose
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“strongly agree”, 27 (38.57%) choose “agree”, 27(38.57%) choose undecided, 9(12.86%) choose
disagree” and none (0%) of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings indicates that
most of the respondents undecided and agree that they always understand when the mentor
explains about the material at PIBA.
Table 4. 10: My vocabulary is not increasing after joining PIBA.
NO Opinion Frequency Percentage
1 Strongly agree 0 0%
2 Agree 6 8.57%
3 Undicided 14 20%
4 Disagre 45 64.29%
5 strongly disagree 5 7.14%
Total 70 100%
This item is about the respondents’ perception that their vocabulary is not increasing after
joining PIBA. The result indicates that none (0%) out of 70 respondents choose “strongly
agree”, 6 (8.57%) choose “agree”, 14(20%) choose undecided,45(64.29%) choose disagree” and
5(7.14%) of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings indicates that most of the
respondents disagree that their vocabulary is not increasing after joining PIBA.
Table 4.11: I get highest motivation to speak English at PIBA
No Opinion frequency percentage
1 Strongly agree 27 38.57%
2 Agree 37 52.86%
3 Undicided 3 4.29%
4 Disagre 3 4.29%
5 strongly disagree 0 0%
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This item is about the respondents’ perception that they get highest motivation to speak
English at PIBA. the result indicates that 27 (38.57%) out of 70 respondents choose “strongly
agree”, 37 (52,86%) choose “agree”, 3(4.29%) choose undecided, 3(4.29%) choose disagree”
and none (0%) of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings indicates that most of the
respondents agree that they get highest motivation to speak English at PIBA.
Table 4.12 : I don’t have motivation to speak English at PIBA
No Opinion frequency Percentage
1 Strongly agree 1 1.43%
2 Agree 2 2.86%
3 Undicided 11 15.71%
4 Disagre 39 55.71%
5 strongly disagree 17 24.29%
Total 70 100%
This item is about the respondents’ perception that they don’t have motivation to speak
English at PIBA. the result indicates that 1 (1,14%) out of 70 respondents choose “strongly
agree”, 2 (2,86%) choose “agree”, 11 (15,71%) choose undecided, 39(55,71%) choose disagree”
and 17(24,29%) of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings indicates that most of
the respondents disagree that they don’t have motivation to speak English at PIBA.
Table 4.13 : I get difficult to use grammar in speaking English.
No Opinion Frequency Percentage
1 Strongly agree 3 4.29%
Total 70 100%
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2 agree 15 21.43%
3 undicided 40 57.14%
4 disagre 10 14.29%
5 strongly disagree 2 2.86%
Total 70 100%
This item is about the respondents’ perception that they get difficult to use grammar in
speaking English PIBA. the result indicates that 3 (4.29%) out of 70 respondents choose
“strongly agree”, 15 (21.43%) choose “agree”, 40(57.14%) choose undecided, 10(14.29%)
choose disagree” and 2(2.86%) of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings
indicates that most of the respondents undecided, so, it cannot identification that they agree or
disagree about they get difficult to use grammar in speaking English.
Table 4.14: For increasing my fluency, I always practice using new vocabulary
right in sentences
No Opinion frequency Percentage
1 Strongly agree 9 12.86%
2 Agree 30 42.86%
3 Undicided 27 38.57%
4 Disagre 4 5.71%
5 strongly disagree 0 0%
Total 70 100%
This item is about the respondents’ perception that for increasing their fluency, they always
practice using new vocabulary right in sentences. the result indicates that 9 (12.86%) out of 70
respondents choose “strongly agree”, 30 (42.6%) choose“agree”,27(38.57%)choose
undecided,4(5.71%) choose disagree” and none (0%) of respondents choose “strongly disagree”.
The findings indicates that most of the respondents agree that for increasing my fluency, they
always practice using new vocabulary right in sentences.
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Table 4.15: I never try to increase my fluency by practicing new vocabulary right away
in sentences.
No Opinion frequency Percentage
1 Strongly agree 0 0%
2 Agree 9 12.86%
3 Undicided 28 40%
4 Disagre 23 3.86%
5 strongly disagree 10 1.29%
Total 70 100%
This item is about the respondents’ perception that they never try to increase their fluency
by practicing new vocabulary right away in sentences. The result indicates that none (0%) out of
70 respondents choose “strongly agree”, 9 (12.86%) choose “agree”, 28(40%) choose
undecided, 23(32.86%) choose disagree” and 10(14.29%) of respondents choose “strongly
disagree”. The findings indicates that most of the respondents undecided. so, it cannot
identification that they agree or disagree about they never try to increase their fluency by
practicing new vocabulary right away in sentences.
Table 4.16: I am active to speak in every discussion at PIBA.
No Opinion frequency Percentage
1 Strongly agree 7 10%
2 Agree 27 38.57%
3 Undicided 29 41.43%
4 Disagre 7 10%
5 strongly disagree 0 0%
Total 70 100%
This item is about the respondents’ perception that they are active to speak in every
discussion at PIBA. The result indicates that 7 (10%) out of 70 respondents choose “strongly
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agree”, 27 (38,57%) choose “agree”, 29(41.43%) choose undecided, 7(10%) choose disagree”
and none (0%) of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings indicates that most of
the respondents undecided. so, it cannot identification that they agree or disagree about they are
active to speak in every discussion at PIBA.
Table 4.17: I am lazy to attend in every meeting of PIBA
No Opinion frequency Percentage
1 Strongly agree 1 1.43%
2 Agree 6 8.57%
3 Undicided 2 2.86%
4 Disagre 31 44.29%
5 strongly disagree 30 42.86%
Total 70 100%
This item is about the respondents’ perception that they are lazy to attend in every meeting
of PIBA. The result indicates that 1 (1.14%) out of 70 respondents choose “strongly agree”, 6
(8.57%) choose “agree”, 2(2.86%) choose undecided, 31(44.29%) choose disagree” and
30(42.86%) of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings indicates that most of the
respondents disagree that they are lazy to attend in every meeting of PIBA.
Table 4.18: I don’t like join PIBA.
No Opinion frequency Percentage
1 Strongly agree 2 2.86%
2 Agree 28 40%
3 Undicided 2 2.86%
4 Disagre 2 2.86%
5 strongly disagree 36 51.43%
Total 70 100%
This item is about the respondents’ perception that they like join PIBA. The result indicates
that 28 (40%) out of 70 respondents choose “strongly agree”, 36 (51.43%) choose “agree”,
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2(2.86%) choose undecided, 2(2.86%) choose disagree” and 2(2.86%) of respondents choose
“agree”. The findings indicates that most of the respondents undecided that they like join PIBA.
Table 4.19: The materials at PIBA are boring
No Opinion Frequency Percentage
1 Strongly agree 1 1.43%
2 Agree 1 1.43%
3 Undicided 7 10%
4 Disagre 40 57.14%
5 strongly disagree 21 30%
Total 70 100%
This item is about the respondents’ perception that their the materials at PIBA are
boring. The result indicates that 1 (1.43%) out of 70 respondents choose “strongly agree”, 1
(1.43%) choose “agree”,7 (10%) choose undecided, 40(57.14%) choose disagree” and 21(30%)
of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings indicates that most of the respondents
disagree that the materials at PIBA are boring.
Table 4.20: The activities at PIBA make me bored.
No Opinion frequency Percentage
1 Strongly agree 0 0%
2 Agree 2 2.86%
3 Undicided 4 5.71%
4 Disagre 41 58.57%
5 strongly disagree 23 32.86%
Total 70 100%
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This item is about the respondents’ perception that the activities at PIBA make they
bored. The result indicates that none (0%) out of 70 respondents choose “strongly agree”, 2
(2.86%) choose “agree”, 4(5.71%) choose undecided, 41(58.57%) choose disagree” and
23(32.86%) of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings indicates that most of the
respondents disagree that the activities at PIBA make them  bored.
Table 4.21: I am always confidence to speak in public after join the PIBA.
This item is about the respondents’ perception that they always confidence to speak in
public after join the PIBA. The result indicates that 3 (4,29%) out of 70 respondents choose
“strongly agree”, 15 (21,43%) choose “agree”, 47(67,14%) choose undecided, 5(7,14%) choose
disagree” and none (0%) of respondents choose “strongly disagree”. The findings indicates that
most of the respondents undecided. so, it cannot identification that they agree or disagree about
they always confidence to speak in public after join the PIBA.
Based on the of students’ perception, it has divided between the total score of
questionnaire with the total number of sample. Where Σx is total of the raw score namely 5.178,
N is number of samples or students that consist of 70 students. So the mean score of the
questionnaire are 73.97.
No Opinion Frequency percentage
1 Strongly agree 3 4.29%
2 Agree 15 21.43%
3 Undicided 47 67.14%
4 Disagre 5 7.14%
5 strongly disagree 0 0%
Total 70 100%
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2. The  analysis of  Interview on students’ perception toward Intensive Program of
Foreign Language(PIBA) roles in speaking ability
In the interview, respondents or students free to answer the question based on their own
interpretation or perceptions. The interview are answered variously as explained below:
a) PIBA improve my grammar in speaking
More of Respondent gave positive statement about this. respondent 1 said “my grammar
get improve in PIBA for example which makes vocabulary into form of present, past and
perfect”. Then respondent 8 say “it just so so”
From respondent 1 statement, It means that respondents agree that their grammar ability
get improvement in PIBA. They may make sentences or speak with combine grammar.
b) PIBA improve my fluency in speaking
Variant of comment by respondent. Respondent 3 said “Before joining PIBA I do nor
fluently in speak English, but after join PIBA I fell that there is an increase in fluent”.
Respondent 2 said “. . . . just so so”. Then respondent 9 say “there improve but only little”.
Based on the statement of respondent 3, It means there different between before and after
join PIBA, the students who have join PIBA feel that they more fluency in speak after join
PIBA. They do not difficult to say something with English, although more of them still do not
fluently in speak with use English, but there a little improve than before join PIBA.
c) PIBA improving My Vocabulary
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Most of student say that they feel addition of their vocabulary after join PIBA as
respondent 5 said“ Before joining PIBA my vocabulary is not very well and After joining PIBA
there increases for example in a barren and  mention names of day. Respondent 6 said “after
join PIBA there additional of my vocabulary, In PIBA direct to practicing in writing and
speaking. Respondent 3 said “Alhamdulillah during study in PIBA I get very much vocabulary.
Then pseudoname 4 say ” My Vocabulary  after joining the PIBA get improve. When we
learning in PIBA we were taught to memorize, for example the word “ able” ,it is an adjective,
which means that it can be , we are taught to make one sentence. for example: I will be able to
speak English because I am diligent in every study of English. There are method of tutor to
improve our vocabulary as game, memorize the vocabulary and sometimes they asked to
complete the word in a song. It make they enjoy, and relax”.
Based on more Statement from any respondents above, it means that respondents gave
positive perception toward PIBA in improving their vocabulary. An addition, more of
respondents say that sometimes in PIBA, the tutor asked them for memorize more vocabulary.
d) PIBA improve my  motivation to speak English
Mostly of respondents agree that PIBA improve their motivation to speak English as
respondent 7 said “I get high motivation after join PIBA. And respondent 5 said: “After joining
PIBA, I get high motivation. In PIBA, I wake up that I still less know about English. I still need to
learn, I think that speaking is very important because if we know in writing but do not know to
practicing it, it racist!
From respondent 7 and respondent 6, It means that the respondents get motivation in PIBA.
They are more motivation to speak with use English after join PIBA, it different when they
before join PIBA.
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e) PIBA improve my Confident to speak in public
There respondents statement as respondent 7 said said ”before joining PIBA I was not very
confident to s peak in public but after join PIBA I feel that I begin to confidence  to speaking in
public. Then from  respondent 2 said “ after join PIBA I Still not confident and sometimes
nervous to speak”. Then pseudoname 6 said “After join the PIBA I feel I get improvement. PIBA
more help me. For example how  to  pronunciation, were in long ago there are still wrong when
I mention the word but after join PIBA I feel that there I get improve”.
From more statement above, it means that more of respondents before join PIBA, they still
shy and nervous than afraid to speak in public more than use English, but after join PIBA they
get confident, they more be confident to speak in public with use English.
F).  PIBA improving my pronunciation in speaking.
Pronunciation are more important in speaking, then it there in PIBA as statement one of the
respondent. respondent 2 said “.After join the PIBA I feel I get improvement. PIBA more help
me. For example how to  pronunciation.
From the respondent statement It as a example that PIBA success in improving the
pronunciation of student who are very important in speaking.
B. DISCUSSION
Based on the data analysis collected through interview and questionnaire, it found that the
majority of the respondents agree with the agree statement about the perception toward Intensive
Program of foreign language of students’ perception toward intensive foreign language (PIBA)
roles toward speaking ability of third semester student of Adab and Humanity faculty of UIN
Alauddin Makassar.
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In the first question, “my speaking ability gets improvement in PIBA”, the result indicates
that 51.43% out of respondents agree. It means that most of respondents agree that they get
improve their speaking ability on PIBA. The second question, “study at PIBA makes me
motivated to speak English”. The result indicates that 62.86% out of respondent agree. It means
that mostly of respondents agree that they get motivate to speak English in PIBA. In interview,
then in interview more of respondents say that they as respondent 3 say “after joining PIBA I
more motivated to learn English, speak , hear and writing even that I exercise every day”.
Respondents feel that they get improvement motivation after join PIBA.
The third question, “I always use English when interact with others at PIBA.” The result
indicates that 47.14% out of respondents undecided, It means that respondents choose between
agree or disagree of this one questionnaire. Fourth question, “my pronunciation is good in
PIBA”. The result indicates that 48.57% out of respondents agree. It means that most of students
agree that their pronunciation ability. In Interview, respondents also say that they get
improvement in pronunciation after join PIBA as  respondent 2 said “After join the PIBA I feel I
get improvement. PIBA more help me. For example how to  pronunciation”.
Fifth Question, “my grammar is bad when speak after joining PIBA”. The
result indicated 40% out of respondents undecided. It means that respondents do not
identification that they agree or disagree that their grammar is bad when speak after joining
PIBA. In interview, most of respondent say that they get improvement in grammar after join
PIBA as statement by  respondent 1 said “my grammar get improve in PIBA for example which
makes vocabulary into form of present, past and perfect”.
Sixth question, “the materials at PIBA are exciting for developing their speaking ability”.
The result indicated that 58.57% out of respondents choose agree. It means that most of students
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agree that materials at PIBA are exciting for developing their speaking ability. Seventh question,
”I do not fluent in pronouncing words when speak at PIBA”. The results indicate that 41.43% out
of respondents undecided. It means that they choose between agree and disagree that they do not
fluent in pronouncing words when speak after joining PIBA. In interview, more respondents say
that their pronunciation get improve in PIBA, as respondent 2 said “.After join PIBA I feel I get
improvement. PIBA more help me. For example how to  pronunciation.
Eighth question, “I always understand when the tutor explains about the material at PIBA”.
The result indicates that 38.57% choose agree and undecided. It means that more of respondents
choose agree that they always understand when the tutor explain the material of PIBA and the
other choose undecided. Ninth questionnaire, “my vocabulary is not increasing after joining
PIBA”. The result indicates that 64.29% out of respondent choose disagree. It means that most of
respondents disagree that their vocabulary ability is not increasing after joining PIBA.  In
interview there more statement by respondent as respondent 5 said“ Before joining PIBA my
vocabulary is not very well and After joining PIBA there increases for example in a barren and
mention names of day. respondent 6 said “ after join PIBA there additional of my vocabulary
,In PIBA direct to  practicing in writing and speaking. And respondent 3 said “Alhamdulillah
during study in PIBA I get very much vocabulary.
Tenth question, “I get highest motivation to speak English at PIBA”. The result indicated
that 52.86% out of respondents choose agree. It means that most of students agree that they get
highest motivation to speak English at PIBA. Eleventh question,” I do not have motivation to
speak English at PIBA”. The result indicated that 55.71% out of respondents choose disagree. It
means that mostly of respondents agree that they have motivation to speak English at PIBA.
Twelve question, “I get difficult to use grammar in speaking English”. The result indicated that
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57.14% out of respondents choose undecided. It means that mostly of respondents choose
between agree and disagree that they get difficult to use grammar in speaking English.
Thirteenth question, “for increasing my fluency, I always practice using new vocabulary
right in sentences”. The results indicates that 42.86% out of respondents choose agree. It means
that most of respondents agree that for increasing their fluency, they always practice using new
vocabulary right in sentences. Fourteenth question, “I never try to increase their fluency by
practicing new vocabulary right away in sentences”. The result of indicates that 40% out of
respondents choose undecided. it means that mostly of respondents choose between agree and
disagree that they never try to increase their fluency by practicing new vocabulary right away in
sentences. Fifteenth question, “I active to speak in every discussion at PIBA”. The results
indicated that 41.43% choose undecided. it means that mostly of respondents between agree and
disagree that they are active to speak in every discussion at PIBA.
Sixteenth question, “I lazy to attend in every meeting of PIBA”. The results indicated that
44.49% out of respondents choose disagree. It means that mostly of respondents agree that they
diligent to attend in every meeting of PIBA. Seventh question, “I do not like join PIBA”. The
results indicated that 51.43% out of respondents choose strongly disagree. It means that they
strongly agree that they like join PIBA. Eighteenth question, “the materials at PIBA are boring”.
The results indicated that 57.14% out of respondents choose disagree. It means that most of
respondents agree that the materials at PIBA are nor boring.
Nineteen question, “the activities at PIBA make respondents bored”. The  results indicated
that 58.57% out of respondents choose disagree. It means that mostly of respondents agree that
the activities at PIBA do not make boring. And the last question. “I always confidence to speak
in public after join the PIBA”. The results indicated that 67.14% out of respondents choose
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undecided. It means that respondents choose between agree and disagree that they always
confidence to speak in public after join the PIBA.
Based on the analyzed above, mostly of respondent  gave positive perception toward
Intensive program of foreign language (PIBA) roles in speaking ability.
To know the main score of the questionnaire, researcher has calculated it by using Gay’s
theory, where that score of questionnaire was divided with the total number of sample, so the
result of the mean score calculating was 73,97. It means that the students had positive perception
toward Intensive program of foreign language (PIBA) roles in speaking ability.
On the questionnaire and interview, researcher mentions the perception of students.
Although their answer are different in the words but their interpretation or perception basically
are similar.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusion
Based on the findings and discussions in the previous chapter, the researcher
draws conclusion as follows:
The students of third semester of Adab and Humanity faculty who have join in
Intensive program of foreign language (PIBA) especially in speaking had positive
perception. The writer has Calculated the score of questionnaire (5.178) was divided
with total number of sample (70), so the result of the mean score calculating was
73.97. it means that the students had positive perception toward Intensive Program of
Foreign Language (PIBA) roles in speaking ability.
Then In interview, most of students gave positive statement.
B. Suggestion
Based on the conclusion above, there are some suggestion given as follow:
1. In this research, there are difficult how to know selection by respondent cause
one of choice of respondent not exactly that is undecided. Most of respondent
choose it, until the researcher difficult to conclusion the answer by
respondent. For the next research hope do not use undecided in answer
choice.
2. The quality of PIBA must defended and improved to be the better in the
future, it is big opportunities to improve the ability of student in foreign
language especially in English and Arabic.
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3. We must know that PIBA most important. So we must be motivate, keep the
prestige of PIBA, and be diligent, enjoy and love PIBA.
4. Expected to manager of PIBA especially of tutor to more discipline.
Motivate, keep the prestige of PIBA, and be diligent, enjoy and love PIBA.
5. Do more practice in program study like discussion, speak in front of
students, memorize more vocabulary and more practice for improve the
student ability. Make it different from ordinary classes.
Appendix III
KUESIONER
NAMA :
NIM :
GROUP :
JURUSAN :
FAKULTAS :
KAMPUS :1. Lengkapi identitas anda2. Baca setiap pernyataan dengan teliti3. Pilihlah jawaban dari pernyataan dengan memberikan tanda checklist (√) padapilihan jawaban yang paling baik yang sesuai dengan kenyataan yang pernah kamualami.4. Pernyataan dibawah ini adalah pernyataan lengkap yang kamu alami setelahmengikuti program PIBA.
DESKRIPSI PILIHAN JAWABANSS : SANGAT SETUJUS : SETUJUR : RAGUTS : TIDAK SETUJUSTS : SANGAT TIDAK SETUJU
No STATEMENS SS S R TS STS
1 Kemampuan berbicara bahasa inggris saya meningkat
di PIBA
2. Belajar di PIBA membuat saya termotivasi untuk
berbicara bahasa inggris
3. Saya selalu menggunakan bahasa Inggris ketika saya
berinteraksi dengan yang lainnya di PIBA
4. Cara penyebutan huruf saya bagus ketika saya di PIBA
5.Grammar Grammar ku jelek ketika saya  berbicara setelah
mengikuti PIBA
6. Materi di PIBA dapat membangkitkan semangat saya
untuk meningkatkan kemampuan berbicara bahasa
saya
7. Saya tidak lancar dalam menyebutkan kata-kata ketika
Adapted by Sakinah Hamzah (2015)
saya berbicara bahasa Inggris di PIBA
8. Saya selalu mengerti ketika mentor mejelaskan materi
di PIBA
9. Kosakata saya tidak meningkat setelah mengikuti
PIBA
10. Saya sangat termotivasi untuk berbicara bahasa Inggris
di PIBA
11. Saya tidak termotivasi untuk berbicara bahasa Inggris
di PIBA
12. Saya susah menggunakan grammar dalam berbicara
bahasa inggris
13. Untuk meningkatkan kelancaran saya, saya selalu
menggunakan kosakata baru dalam kalimat
14. Saya tidak pernah mencoba untuk meningkatkan
kelancaran saya dengan mempraktekkan kosakata baru
dalam kalimat
15. Saya aktif dalam setiap diskusi di PIBA
16. Saya malas untuk menghadiri setiap pertemuan PIBA
17. Saya tidak suka mengikuti program PIBA
18. Materi di PIBA sangat membosankan
19. kegiatan di PIBA membuat saya bosan
20. Saya selalu percaya diri untuk berbicara di depan
umum setelah mengikuti PIBA

APPENDIX 1
The raw score of the students’ perception for each Items:
NO. SAMPLE
NUMBER OF QUESTIONNAIRE
Σ1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
+ + + + - + - + - + - - + - + - - - - +
1 A1 2 4 2 2 4 4 3 4 4 5 4 2 3 3 4 5 4 4 4 3 70
2 A2 4 5 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 2 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 72
3 A3 3 5 2 3 3 4 2 3 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 69
4 A4 3 5 4 3 4 5 4 3 4 5 4 3 5 5 2 5 5 5 5 3 82
5 A5 4 5 2 2 4 4 2 3 4 5 5 2 3 4 3 5 5 5 5 3 75
6 A6 4 3 2 3 5 4 4 3 4 4 5 5 3 5 3 5 4 5 5 3 79
7 A7 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 72
8 A8 4 4 2 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 3 77
9 A9 4 5 2 4 4 5 2 5 4 5 4 3 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 4 84
10 A10 5 5 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 3 83
11 A11 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 72
12 A12 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 5 4 5 5 3 73
13 A13 4 4 4 3 5 4 3 4 5 4 5 3 4 3 4 4 1 5 5 4 78
14 A14 3 4 2 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 3 2 4 3 5 4 4 4 3 69
15 A15 4 4 3 4 3 4 2 4 3 4 3 2 4 3 4 5 5 3 3 4 71
16 A16 3 3 4 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 2 4 60
17 A17 4 4 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 72
18 A18 4 5 3 3 3 4 2 3 4 4 4 4 3 5 3 5 5 4 4 3 75
19 A19 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 2 3 4 3 2 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 70
20 A20 3 3 2 3 3 4 2 4 2 3 4 3 4 3 3 4 4 3 2 3 62
21 A21 4 3 2 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 2 4 3 2 3 2 4 4 3 66
22 A22 5 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 5 3 4 3 3 4 5 4 5 4 77
23 A23 3 5 3 4 3 5 3 4 4 5 4 5 5 2 5 4 5 4 4 3 80
24 A24 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 4 5 5 5 4 3 78
25 A25 3 4 2 3 4 5 1 4 4 4 4 1 3 2 2 4 4 4 5 3 66
26 A26 3 4 3 4 3 4 2 3 4 5 5 3 3 3 3 5 5 4 4 3 73
27 A27 3 5 2 2 3 5 3 3 4 5 5 3 4 5 3 1 5 5 4 3 73
28 A28 4 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 4 2 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 2 62
29 A29 4 4 3 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 4 93
30 A30 4 4 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 5 3 2 3 3 4 3 5 3 3 5 67
31 A31 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 75
32 A32 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 74
33 A33 4 4 3 3 3 5 3 5 3 4 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 71
34 A34 5 5 5 2 1 5 4 5 3 5 3 3 4 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 67
35 A35 4 4 3 3 3 4 2 4 4 4 4 3 5 3 3 5 5 4 5 3 75
36 A36 4 4 3 4 3 5 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 5 4 5 5 4 78
37 A37 4 4 3 4 3 5 2 3 4 5 5 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 5 3 79
38 A38 4 5 3 4 3 5 2 3 4 5 5 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 5 3 80
39 A39 3 5 5 3 4 5 2 2 4 5 5 3 2 3 4 4 5 5 5 4 78
40 A40 4 4 3 3 5 3 3 4 5 4 5 4 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 3 83
41 A41 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 96
42 A42 4 4 2 4 3 3 3 4 5 4 4 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 70
43 A43 3 4 2 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 5 4 4 4 3 71
44 A44 3 4 3 5 4 4 4 2 4 4 2 4 5 2 4 5 4 4 4 2 73
45 A45 3 4 2 3 5 5 3 4 4 5 4 2 3 3 3 5 5 4 5 3 75
46 A46 4 5 3 4 5 5 5 3 3 5 5 3 3 5 3 5 4 5 5 3 83
47 A47 3 4 2 4 5 5 4 3 4 5 5 2 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 80
48 A48 3 4 2 4 2 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 3 71
49 A49 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 4 4 5 4 4 3 73
50 A50 4 5 3 4 4 5 4 4 4 5 4 3 4 4 3 4 5 4 4 4 81
51 A51 4 5 4 4 2 5 2 4 2 4 3 3 4 2 4 4 5 4 4 4 73
52 A52 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 76
53 A53 2 3 3 3 4 3 2 3 4 3 3 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 3 2 60
54 A54 2 2 3 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 71
55 A55 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 74
56 A56 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 2 4 4 4 3 60
57 A57 3 4 2 3 4 5 3 4 4 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 78
58 A58 4 4 2 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 4 3 77
59 A59 3 4 2 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 2 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 3 71
60 A60 5 5 3 4 3 5 3 5 3 4 3 3 4 2 4 5 5 5 5 3 79
61 A61 3 5 2 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 3 71
62 A62 3 4 2 4 5 5 3 3 4 5 5 4 3 4 4 5 5 5 4 3 80
63 A63 3 4 2 2 4 4 2 4 4 5 3 2 4 2 3 5 5 5 5 3 71
64 A64 3 4 2 2 5 4 2 3 4 4 4 2 3 3 4 5 5 4 4 3 70
65 A65 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 3 4 4 3 5 4 5 5 4 81
66 A66 4 4 3 4 2 4 3 4 4 5 5 3 4 5 5 5 5 3 4 4 80
67 A67 3 5 3 4 3 5 3 4 4 5 4 1 5 3 1 4 5 4 4 3 73
68 A68 3 4 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 4 3 2 3 4 1 1 5 5 2 56
69 A69 2 4 4 4 3 4 3 3 3 5 4 3 4 3 3 4 5 4 4 5 74
70 A70 3 5 1 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 3 70
Σ 5178
